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Linear Dark Field Control (LDFC)

Speckle intensity in the DF are a non-linear function of wavefront errors 
→ current wavefront control technique uses several images (each obtained with a 
different DM shape) and a non-linear reconstruction algorithm (for example, Electric 
Field Conjugation – EFC)

Speckle intensity in the BF are linearly coupled to wavefront errors → we have 
developed a new control scheme using BF light to freeze the wavefront and 
therefore prevent light from appearing inside the DF



Bright field speckles in ½ field dark hole



  

LDFC vs. EFC

1: Focal plane image 2: Focal plane referenceLDFC improves wavefront control loop speed by ~20x (more starlight is used 
for the measurement) and does not require DM modulation.
Linear loop is simpler, more robust that state of the art. 



  

Application to NASA missions

1: Focal plane image 2: Focal plane reference

Key benefits:
● LDFC enables close loop aberration control on science targets, as opposed to 

the current “set and forget” scheme → deeper contrast can be maintained, and 
system can be more resilient to small wavefront changes

● LDFC is also a powerful aid to PSF calibration. During science exposures, 
LDFC images provide live telemetry of wavefront changes.

LDFC is particularly well suited to track cophasing errors on a segmented 
aperture, using diffraction features created by segments

Case study for WFIRST:

LDFC control bandwidth 
is 10mn, compared to 
several hr for state of the 
art EFC



  

LDFC ↔  
LOWFS
1: Focal plane image 2: Focal plane reference

Response Matrix 
Residuals



  Ref: Singh et al. 



  

Warning !

LOWFS control should NOT use Zernikes… 
it should control the modes it can see, and not attempt to control its null space
Knowledge of statistical WF variations should be included 

6.9nm RMS 7.1nm RMS 2.8nm RMS

= +

coma Seen by LOWFS LOWFS null space

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
ON CONTRAST



  

Overall challenge: figuring out 
and exploiting linear relationships

Accelerometer readings

Temperatures

Bright speckle field (outside OWA)

Off-band speckle field

LOWFS

System history… for all of the above

Sun vector

Electric field in dark hole

Speckle Field (instensity)

Square modulusSome linear 
relationships ?

Stock market
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Problem statement
How do we find the the optimal (least square) linear filter F that minimizes:

WF    =                   F                        x         Meas

2 approaches:
- acquire response matrix
- process past measurements (learning) Use previous measurements

Standard least-square problem

Do this if you can !



  

Solution: extract linear dependencies from 
previous measurements



  

Simple example: TT errors averaging + prediction



  

Simple example: TT errors averaging + prediction
with accelerometer telemetry (3-step lag)



  

Simple example: TT errors averaging + prediction
with accelerometer telemetry (3-step lag)

100x better accelerometer precision
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